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Reg. # 10327 Enrollment 1
4

Course Number GEL001 Survey Returned 9

Course Title Liberal Arts Seminar Answer Rate
6
4.
3
%

Instructor(s) SALTON, Herman   
Term 2020 Spring   
Period 5/TH,6/TH,7/TH   

Comment from the faculty

No.1
On average how long did you study or prepare assignments for this course per week
outside of class? 
 L?Ô1^$Ø¦Jây@ÙunØI�ÔÖÙÃä¼�$é¿ÄßÈÎ¿º

 0-30 minutes 1-2 hours 3-4 hours 4-5 hours More than 5
hours

Valid
Response

Number 1 6 2 0 0
9

� 11.1 66.7 22.2 0.0 0.0
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No.2
Did you attend the first class of the term?
��Ù LØ��ÈßÈÎ¿º

 Yes No Yes, but late Valid
Response

Number 8 1 0
9

� 88.9 11.1 0.0

No.3
What percentage of the class did you attend?
»×ÎÙÅÙ LÜÙ���ÚÖÙÂä¼ÔÊ¿º

 Less than 70% 70-79% 80-89% 90-100% Valid
Response

Number 0 1 1 7
9

� 0.0 11.1 11.1 77.8
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No.4
If the answer for No.3 is "Less than 70%"; could you please write the reason in the
blank?
No.3 Ù��ØµLess than 70%¶éKêÏ1E¹,céN¥Ø¾]ÁÂÏÆ¼³

・ I missed a few classes because I thought this class didn't have online Zoom classes.

No.5
What percentage of the assignments did you complete?
y@éTüĈôćù/�ÈßÈÎ¿º

 N/A Less than
70% 70-79% 80-89% 90-100% Valid

Response
Number 0 0 0 1 8

9
� 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.1 88.9

No.6
How would you rate your own participation?
ïăóØ¾Äæ	�Ùe}.éÖÙã½Øw¨ÈßÊ¿º

 Very Poor Poor Adequate Good Excellent Valid
Response

Number 0 1 3 4 1
9

� 0.0 11.1 33.3 44.4 11.1
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No.7
What final grade in this course do you expect?
»×ÎÀ��ÊæÅÙñĈóÙ�¢ÚTÔÊ¿º

 E D C B A Valid
Response

Number 0 0 1 4 4
9

� 0.0 0.0 11.1 44.4 44.4

No.8
The instructor/s clearly presented the learning goals of the course.
[OÚñĈóÙ��fzé!�ØkÈÎ³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 3 6
9 3.7

� 0.0 0.0 33.3 66.7
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No.9 Comment for Q.8

・ The goal of the class was presented in the syllabus. It was made even clearer after a few classes.

No.10

Considering the type of course (GE, Foundation, Major) and the level (100, 200, 300),
was the course...
�ft�·��[��f²�¤�f²āòĂĈ�f×Ö¸ÕĆþą·100�l²
200�l²300�l×Ö¸ÕPäÈEèËæÕ²ÅÙñĈóÚ²

 Too Easy Easy Just Right Difficult Too difficult Valid
Response

Number 0 3 4 2 0
9

� 0.0 33.3 44.4 22.2 0.0

No.11 Comment for Q.10

・ The content of the course was easy, but the assignments were just right.
・ It was not easy, because there were many in-class assignments. Yet it was not overly difficult.
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No.12 Course materials fit the course goals.
[�]â|sq�ÚñĈóÙfzØÛÆèÈ¼áÙÔ»ÑÎ³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 3 6
9 3.7

� 0.0 0.0 33.3 66.7

No.13 Comment for Q.12

・ The concept of using only one material to achieve the goal was very interesting and easy to
understand.

No.14
Assignments fit the course goals.
y@ÚñĈóÙfzØÛÆèÈ¼áÙÔ»ÑÎ³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 3 6
9 3.7

� 0.0 0.0 33.3 66.7

No.15 Comment for Q.14
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・ The assignment required us to think for ourselves about what is important in human history. It was
exciting.

No.16
Exams fit the course goals.
4ċÚñĈóÙfzØÛÆèÈ¼áÙÔ»ÑÎ³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 3 4
7 3.6

� 0.0 0.0 42.9 57.1

No.17 Comment for Q.16

・ There was no exam.

No.18

The grading was clearly presented with clear criteria consistent with the goals of the
course. 
�¢w¨ØĊÈÓ²ñĈóÙfzØ£ÑÎ!�Ô�§.Ù»æ�uÀWkÆç
Î³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 2 2 5
9 3.3

� 0.0 22.2 22.2 55.6
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No.19 Comment for Q.18

・ It was not very clear what we were being graded on.

No.20
The instructor/s started and ended the class on time.
[OÚ L�M�~âY��~é�ÑÓ¼Î³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 1 8
9 3.9

� 0.0 0.0 11.1 88.9

No.21 Comment for Q.20

・ I think most if not all classes ending in time.

No.22
Clear answers were provided for questions about class materials and assignments when
necessary.
 LÙy@âq�ØĊÊæ_8ØÚr���À»ÑÎ³
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 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 0 9
9 4.0

� 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0

No.23 Comment for Q.22

・ When I asked questions via email, the response was very quick and friendly.

No.24
The instructor/s managed class time appropriately.
[OÚrjØ�$|�é ÑÎ³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 1 8
9 3.9

� 0.0 0.0 11.1 88.9

No.25 Comment for Q.24

・ I think the time management was very well planned and went according to schedule.
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No.26
The instructor/s stimulated interest in the subject matter.
�fÙDSØÒ¼Ó[O¿ä��é9ÄÎ³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 1 1 7
9 3.7

� 0.0 11.1 11.1 77.8

No.27 Comment for Q.26

・ I never really enjoyed history and was not well informed on world history. This class stimulated
my interest in it, and it made it clear for me.

No.28
The instructor/s conducted the class with enthusiasm.
[OÚ:#éUÑÓ Lé ÑÎ³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 0 9
9 4.0

� 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
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No.29 Comment for Q.28

・ I think the instructor was very enthusiastic, pointing out certain things and motivating us to think
critically.

No.30
The instructor/s provided timely and helpful feedback on assignments.
[OÚy@Ø«ÈÓ²rj×õíĀćðÔ��×ýìĈúûöïé ÑÎ³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 2 7
9 3.8

� 0.0 0.0 22.2 77.8

No.31 Comment for Q.30

・ Feedback for assignments and presentations were very quick and helpful.
・ He gave very helpful feedback on every assignment.

No.32
The course as a whole was well organized.
ñĈóÚ�3�ØãÂm,ÆçÓ¼Î³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 0 9
9 4.0

� 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
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No.33 Comment for Q.32

・ The class always went according to schedule, and never seem rushed.

No.34
The course structure allowed sufficient opportunity for student participation.
ñĈóÙ��ÕÈÓ�g(Ù��À>�Ô»ÑÎ³

 Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly

Agree
Valid

Response Mean

Number 0 0 5 4
9 3.4

� 0.0 0.0 55.6 44.4

No.35 Comment for Q.34

・ The new online classes made it a bit difficult for shy students to voice up. However, that is not the
lecturer's fault, and he encouraged us to speak our minds.

Please state what you expected specifically from this course. Were your expectations
fulfilled? If not, why do you feel they were not? 
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No.36 ÅÙñĈóØ»×ÎÚTéFaÈÓ¼ßÈÎ¿ºÌÙFaÚÖÙ{=±ÎÆç
ßÈÎ¿º

・ I took the class because I was interested in archaeology and international relations. I was interested
in the course because of the title "History of the World in 30 Objects" which was something quite
new to me since history classes were usually full of dates. It definitely fulfilled my expectations for
the class: we had new objects every week from different time periods in different places.

・ I expected to learn about "common knowledge" about history and to think critically about it. My
expectations were fulfilled.

・ I was expected to learn about the history of international relations. It was interesting to know the
history through objects.

・ �\ÔïăóéÕÑÎH�À�Á¿ÑÎÀ²��Ċ�・��・-<�×Ö®´×øĈÿ
À�ÇÑÓ¼ÓÅçÍĄþăąëĈ÷ÏÕ`¼ßÈÎ³ÊÝÓviÔ èçæÙÀ��
Ø�ÉÎÅÕá»åßÈÎÀ²%)Ø&2ÂÈ¼ LÔÈÎ³

・ I did not know what to except from a course simply labelled Liberal Arts Seminar, but I expected
that the course would be heavily discussion based. Most of the class was the professor speaking
and it was not just a facilitated discussion between peers. But I think it was appropriate that the
professor was mostly teaching because of the course materials.

・ [pé;ÈÔá'ØÒÄæÅÕ³B�ÕÈÓÚ[pÏÄÔ×Â²ÆßÇß×áÙÙ*�
á�äçÓÎÙÈ¿ÑÎÔÊ³

No.37
What specific aspects of the course were stimulating to you, and why?
ÅÙñĈó¿ä»×ÎÀ�ĉÆçÎÅÕÚÖÙã½×ÅÕÔÊ¿º

・ I like how the professor discusses the relevance of each object. The professor also emails us about
interesting things related to the subject and also shows us entertaining informative videos in class.

・ I like the aspect about analyzing objects and understanding the history behind them. We take time
to understand, perhaps, uncomfortable topics as well. But I think it's absolutely necessary to do
these things, especially because they're difficult to talk about sometimes.

・ The concept of using "A History of the World in 100 Objects" was very stimulating. It was
stimulating because by focusing on one object at a time, we could see so many faces of history.

・ I was interested in not only international relations, but also arts. The final report was so interesting.
・ ¯�ÀÖÙã½ØÈÓ7à²ÌÙªXÙ�Ô¼ÑÎ¼TÀ�ÁQÕ×ÑÓªèÑÓ¼Ñ
ÎÙ¿Õ¼½�6�ÔáÙéàæÅÕ³

No.38

What needs to be improved in this course? Did you have any trouble understanding the
course material? Please provide constructive opinions indicating what can be done to
improve the course.
ÅÙ LÙd�ÊÝÁ�ÚTÔÊ¿º©×æ�¡ÔÚ×Â² LÙd�ØÒ×
Àæã½×xo�×#*é]¼Ó
Æ¼³

・ RØ×¼ÔÊ³
・ I guess it would be nice if we had group or pair discussions, especially during the time of in-class

assignments. I'd love to get to know my classmates more and I think it would be great to hear what
they have to say on the issues revolving the objects we have to study.

・ I don't think anything needs to be improved for this course. I did not have any trouble
understanding the course material.

・ The content of the class was a little monotonous, so it may be needed something special. The
professor said he was going to take the students to the museum if it was offline class, so these can
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make the class special.
・ I think the expectations for the essay at the end of the class need to be a little clearer. I was taught

certain ways I should format a paper based on what type of the essay and the subject. Other than
this, I think the class was pretty well structured and organized.

No.39

Please write any additional comments you may have about the physical learning
environment. 
ÌÙ�ÅÙñĈóØ�ÉÎÅÕé	cØ]¼Ó
Æ¼³�oÌÙ�Ùd��á
ÅÙ¥éVÑÓ
Æ¼³

・ ßêÝê×Â¯�é�çÓã¿ÑÎÕ`½��²á½;È�ZÙáÙá0å¬ÑÓÞÈ
¿ÑÎ°áÊæ³

・ I think the learning envrionment was the best considering the circumstances.

No.99

[FOR INSTRUCTORS ONLY] If you have a comment that you don't want to show in the
CTL office, please write it down in this column. Only the text written here will be
private.
[[OÏÄØ+�] CTLîýìóÔÙ+�éhCÈ×¼ñāćùÀ»æ1EÚÅÐ
äÙ¥ØA5ÈÓÂÏÆ¼³ÅÙH�ØØ]¿çÎ"GÏÄb+�Ø×åß
Ê³

・ Thank you for teaching us. I enjoyed the classes and I really appreciate your advice for
presentation.

������	
�
Comment from the faculty 
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